S\MARTHMORE COLLEGE HONORS EXAM 2018
REAL ANALYSIS

Instructions:

Do as many problems, or parts of problems, or special cases of problems, as you can. Justify
all answers. You may quote any standard result as long as that result is not essentially what you are being
asked to prove.
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1. Prove or disprove the following statements. If a statement is false, what additional hypotheses would
make it true? (Given afunction f : X -+X, the function l"': f of is the compositionof / with itself,
that is, f"'(*): f U@0.)
(a) Let / : [0,1] -+ [0,1] be a continuous function.
(i) If / is differentiable, then so is /"2.
(ii) If /'2 is differentiable, then so is /.
(b) Let / : [0,1] -+ [0,1] be a function (not necessarily continuous).
(i) If / is Riemann integrable, then so i, f"2.
(ii) If /o2 is Riemann integrable, then so is /.

2.

(a) State and prove the Mean Value Theorem.
(b) Use the Mean Value Theorem to prove the following weak form of the Fundamental Theorem of
Algebra: A real polynomi,al of degree n has at most n (real) roots.

3. Define a sequence of functions h, fz,.
r"@)

.

:

. : [0, 1] -+ lR by

n4r2

o<"<*
*<*<\.

- n3r,

0,

Discuss the convergence of {f"}, {fL}, and {f, fr@)d,r} as n -+ oo.
explain what additional hypotheses would make it nice.

If the convergence isn't

nice,

4. Let C-[0,1] be the set of infinitely differentiable functions from the interval [0,1] to lR. We define two
metrics on C-[0,1] as follows:

. do(f ,o) : opax lf @) - s@)l

. dúf , g) :

max(doj , g), doj' , g'))
(a) Consider the map D : C-[0, 1] -+ Cæ[0,1] which sends a function to its derivative, that is,
D(f) : f t . Is D continuous considered as a map from (C* [0 ,1], do) to (C- [0, I), do)? What about
considered as a map from (C-[0,I],dt) to (C-[0, 1],dù7
(b) Is the set of polynomials open in (C-[0, 1],do)? Is it closed?
(c) Is the space (C*[0,1],do) complete?

5. The Euler dilogarithm function l,(r) is given by L(r)
continuous? (Can you compute the values of

:

Where is

Ð#

L(r) for any particular

r's?)

L(r)

defined? Where is

it
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6. The Hénon map Ho¡ : lR2 -+ IR.2 is an important example in dynamical systems. It is given by
Ho,u(r,y): (A,I - oA2 )-br), where ø and b are parameters. A point (z6,gs) is a fired poi.nt for Ho,6if

:

(rs,96).
(a) What conditions on o,, b, 16, and gs will ensure that the coordinates of the fixed points are differentiable functions of the parameters ø and b?
(b) If ¿ : 6 and b : 0.9, then the point (0.4,0.4) is fixed.
(i) What will .F/o,o.g do to points (r,y) that are near (0.4,0.4)?
(ii) What will happen to the coordinates of that fixed point if ø is increased slightl¡ holding b

Ho,u(ro,Uo)

fixed?
be the set of all finite line segments in lRn, that is, Mn: {ÃE- : A, B € Rt,
consider the line segments AB and BA to be identical).
(a) Put a manifold structure ot M1. What is the dimension of M1? Is it orientable?

7. Define Mn to
(b)

A I B}

(we

Same question for Ms.

8. Define an (n -1)-form w by u

: (rt - r7+ r! - . " +rft) (X:r

be the n-dimensional cube given by 01r¿12,7 <
over the boundary of C be between 100 and 1000?

9. Let /

the Riemann integral and
function on the compact interval [ø, b].
dú represent

i

d,q A "' nû¿4 "' A 0",) . Let C
< n. For what values of r¿ will the integral of u.r

/ dÀ the Lebesgue integral (both on R). Let /

be a bounded

(a) Show that if Ê ¡fqdú exists, then so do"* fo,alldÀ. What additional conditions are necessary for
the two integrals to be equal?
(b) The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus tells us that if / is continuous, then hti tfAat: f@).
Show that this is not true for measurable functions and the Lebesgue integral. More precisely: give
an example of a measurable / such that h [V,¿ Í d.^ + /(r), even though f, Iø,"5/ dÀ exists and
is continuous.

to prove the divergence theorem:
LetM beaS-mani,foldi,nlR.3 ¿nd F asmoothuectorfi,elddefined,inanei,ghborhoodof V. Then
il[r$ .F)dv : Ïla*@ .ñ)dA, where ñ, i,s an outward-poi,nting nonnal uector.
(b) Put coordinates p,0, ó on IR3, with r - psin þcos|, y: psinósind, and 7: pcosf. Find dr, dy,
dz, and dr Adg Adz h terms of dp, d0, and dþ.

1-0. (a) Use the generalized

Stokes theorem

